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Executive Summary

A First for Municipalities Across Canada…

The Calgary Civic Sport Policy (approved by Council in 2005) was the 

first municipal sport policy of its kind in Canada.  It was developed 

with the support of the sport community, and set the direction for 

amateur sport in the city of Calgary.
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Executive Summary

Policy’s 3 Notable Achievements

The existing policy realized 3 notable achievements:

1. Enabled the development of the Calgary Sport Council (now 

known as Sport Calgary) “to be the voice for amateur sport…, 

and to assist, support, and influence the growth of amateur 

sport in Calgary.”

2. Enabled the Calgary Sport Tourism Authority (CSTA) “to 

provide advice, due diligence and strategic direction in 

attracting major sport event opportunities to Calgary...and to 

establishing Calgary as a premier host of major events and 

one of the preeminent winter sport cities in the world.”

3. Enabled Calgary Recreation as the single window into City 

Administration on sport issues while guiding Calgary 

Recreation’s partnerships with Sport Calgary and the Calgary 

Sport Tourism Authority.
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Executive Summary

10 Additional Objectives

In addition to the 3 key achievements of the original 2005 policy, it also outlined 10 objectives.  These 

were:

1. Align and coordinate the development of Calgary’s sport infrastructure and programs with the 

“Canadian Sport Policy” at the national level, and the “Sport Plan for Alberta” at the provincial level;

2. Identify and prioritize sport programs and initiatives by supporting and participating in partnerships 

with sport organizations and associations, businesses, community groups, and the federal, 

provincial and other municipal governments;

3. Implement a multi-year funding strategy to provide sustainable, consistent and predictable funds 

for sport infrastructure, programs, and initiatives;

4. Profile and market Calgary as a proactive sport community in its marketing materials;

5. Support community-based programs and initiatives that will promote and facilitate accessibility of 

sport for all Calgarians;

6. Recognize the sport contribution of outstanding athletes, coaches, teams, and other individuals to 

the city in an annual formal event;

7. Position Calgary as a leader in the sport development industry.
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Executive Summary
The Original Policy’s Achievements and Objectives Evaluated

Upon conclusion of the initial set of stakeholder interviews, WMC evaluated how successfully the key 

achievements and objectives were realized, based on the feedback from the interviewed stakeholders.

The following table summarizes that evaluation and will help highlight areas where additional discussion is 

required to develop a refreshed Calgary Civic Sport Policy.

Achievement/Objective Level of 

Achievement

General Comments and Findings

Sport Calgary will represent the 

interests of amateur sport to 

Council and Administration.

The role and mandate of Sport Calgary in relation to Recreation appears unclear and there is 

ambiguity about the roles/responsibilities of each organization with respect to the other.  The 

local sport organizations have also indicated that there is a lack of clarity of Sport Calgary’s role 

and mandate.  However, a number of stakeholders highlighted the success and importance of 

Sport Calgary’s “All Sports One Day” event (which was highlighted by a number of stakeholders, 

who also suggested that this event should be expanded and conducted more frequently).

The Calgary Sport Tourism 

Authority will bid for, and host, 

national and international sporting 

events.

The Calgary Sport Tourism Authority has been successful in its mandate of bidding for and 

attracting national and international sporting events to Calgary.  CSTA has also expanded its 

scope by becoming involved in attracting non-sporting (cultural) events to Calgary, which do not 

have sport focus.  Local sport organizations suggested that the CSTA may be too focused on 

economic benefits of events vs the sport/infrastructure legacies of those events
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Executive Summary
The Original Policy’s Achievements and Objectives Evaluated

Achievement/Objective Level of 

Achievement

General Comments and Findings

Establish Calgary Recreation as 

the single window into City 

Administration on sport issues.

Recreation has done a good job at creating the single window into City Administration for sport 

related issues.  A number of the local sport organization stakeholders commented about the 

effective relationships they have with their Calgary Recreation Sport Development Advisors.  One 

area which was highlighted was the practice by some organizations to bypass Sport Calgary 

and/or Calgary Recreation and to engage directly with the Mayor or Councillors, who should listen 

to the concerns of their constituents, but then refer them back to Calgary Recreation and 

ultimately back to Sport Calgary.

Align the Calgary Civic Sport Policy 

to similar national and provincial 

policies.

Although there has been a general attempt to align to national and provincial sport policies, this 

has been done informally.  Several stakeholders re-stated that the new policy needs to align to 

national and provincial policies (which have also been updated in the interim).  This may reflect 

the changes in strategic direction which were introduced federally due to the introduction of 

Canada Sport for Life and the Long Term Athlete Development framework (which did not exist 

when the original Calgary Civic Sport Policy was introduced.
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Executive Summary
The Original Policy’s Achievements and Objectives Evaluated

Achievement/Objective Level of 

Achievement

General Comments and Findings

Establish partnerships with other 

stakeholders to identify and 

prioritize sport programs and 

initiatives.

A myriad of partnerships exists across the sports and recreation service delivery framework 

(again, this refers to the categories competitive/high performance sport and recreational, self-

organized sport).  Many of the partnerships with Calgary Recreation are formalized via contractual 

or lease agreements.  But a large number of them, especially those that are not formalized with 

Recreation, are based on personal relationships of individuals.  Outside of the partnerships with 

Calgary Recreation, more formality around the partnerships is missing and affects the ability to 

coordinate efforts, identify best practices, and share research and findings.
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Executive Summary
The Original Policy’s Achievements and Objectives Evaluated

Achievement/Objective Level of 

Achievement

General Comments and Findings

Implement a multi-year funding 

strategy for sport infrastructure, 

programs, and initiatives.

The Sport Facility Renewal Funding (SFR) Program represents Council’s commitment to invest 

$40 million ($10 million per quadrant) in funding towards the renewal and upgrade of existing 

sport facilities in Calgary.   Funding is nearly exhausted, and City Administration is exploring 

opportunities to continue funding stream.

In 2008 Council approved the 10 Year Strategic Plan for Sport Facility Development and 

Enhancement (CPS2008-84).

In 2010, Sport Calgary in consultation with stakeholders, undertook a sport facility fund 

development model study.

Profile and market Calgary as a 

proactive sport community in its 

marketing materials.

No comments/findings related specifically to marketing Calgary as a proactive sport community 

were identified during the stakeholder engagement.  However, the items below related to 

recognizing sport contributions of outstanding participants and positioning Calgary as a leader in 

the sport development industry may be related to this objective and indicate that the 

stakeholders have achieved some success in profiling and marketing Calgary as a proactive sport 

community.
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Executive Summary
The Original Policy’s Achievements and Objectives Evaluated

Achievement/Objective Level of 

Achievement

General Comments and Findings

Support community-based 

programs that promote and 

facilitate accessibility of sport for 

all Calgarians.

Generally, the feedback received from the stakeholders indicates that these community-based 

programs are not as prominent or as advanced as the original policy envisioned.  Stakeholders 

also indicated that there is a need (and significant opportunity) to deliver sport and recreation 

programs (again, this related to competitive, high performance sport and recreational, self-

organized sport) locally within community based organizations (Community Associations) and 

community-based facilities (schools, churches, etc.).

 “Provide community/demographic specific programming.”

 “Research on communities and demographics to know what programming to deliver.”

 “Make sure that there is a community link to every sport/recreation decision.”

Recognize the sport contribution of 

outstanding participants in the City 

in an annual formal event.

A number of stakeholders indicated that the annual Mayor’s Sport Breakfast was a positive event 

and highlighted the achievements of participants (but has now been discontinued and replaced 

by the Celebration of Sport event in 2016).

Position Calgary as a leader in the 

sport development industry.

Calgary was recently shortlisted by Sport Business Group for the “Ultimate Sports City” award, 

competing with nine other cities for the designation, including London, Los Angeles, Melbourne, 

New York and Tokyo.  Calgary finished 6th out of 30 cities in voting across all nominated cities of 

all sizes, and finished 2nd behind Glasgow, Scotland in the category of Best Small Sports city.
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Project Overview and Objectives

Calgary Civic Sport Policy Review 

Given that over 10 years have passed since the introduction of the 

policy, Calgary Recreation is undertaking work to:

 Conduct a current state analysis of the existing policy to 

understand its impact and overall effectiveness since its 

approval in 2005.

 Engage a wide range of stakeholders (both sport and non-

sport) to collect input on the current policy and to identify 

and document the key outcomes and objectives which the 

stakeholders would like to see addressed within a refreshed 

Calgary Civic Sport Policy.  This engagement also included 

interviews/benchmarking of similar municipalities.

 Identify and evaluate options and recommendations for the 

outcomes of the refreshed policy so that the highest impact 

and most effective outcomes can be included in a revised 

policy.
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Our Review Framework

Long Term Athlete Development

The engagement approach utilized Sport Canada’s and the 

Canadian Sport for Life Long Term Athlete Development (LTAD) 

framework.  This identified the constituents for which a refreshed 

policy would need to support.  Although the LTAD defines 

programming principles, the key use for the Calgary Civic Sport 

Policy review was to help align the policy review to the 

constituents along the LTAD continuum.
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Our Review Framework

Expert Panels

The Calgary Civic Sport Policy review project was guided by 2 separate Expert Panels.  The Expert Panels 

provided guidance in the following areas:

 Review options, examine trade offs, and provide input on the role of The City in directly delivering 

programs and services. 

 Where possible, act as liaisons to respective stakeholder groups to communicate project 

information. 

 Provide feedback to the Project Management Team. 

 Review the final report to provide feedback and validate findings.

The first Expert Panel – Direct Delivery – focused on direct delivery of sport programming at The City, 

while the second Expert Panel – Shared Outcomes – consisted of participants focused on the role and 

value of partners in achieving the shared outcomes of the Policy.
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Initial Stakeholder Engagement

The initial phase resulted in the completion of 77 

interviews, involving 102 individuals across 9 

stakeholder group categories.  

In addition to the 77 interviews, 79 online self-

selected opinion responses to a survey (not a 

representative sample) were completed and 

supplemented the results and findings of the 

interviews, and provided the opportunity for any 

Local Sport Organizations or Provincial Sport 

Organizations who were not able to attend 

upcoming in-person sessions to provide input and 

feedback.  

The interviews and online surveys resulted in 

qualitative information used to identify common 

themes for future facilitated focus group 

conversations.
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8 Key Themes Identified

The interviews and surveys identified 8 key themes related to the Calgary Civic Sport Policy Review.  Some 

of the themes were tactical (near-term and focused on operational actions) while others were strategic 

(require additional review, analysis, and alignment).
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The 8 Themes Categorized

“Tactical Themes”

As the identified themes were analyzed 

further, it became clear that there was a 

natural separation of the types of 

themes which had been identified via 

the stakeholder interviews.

These were defined as tactical themes; 

those which could be addressed near-

term, with specific and focused 

operational actions, without requiring 

significant planning or partner 

alignment.    
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The 8 Themes Categorized

“Strategic Themes”

Strategic themes were those that would 

require additional investigation and 

analysis, likely involving the 

engagement and input from each of 

the identified stakeholder groups and 

interested parties. 

These strategic themes became the 

basis of the in-person stakeholder 

engagement sessions which evaluated 

these themes in greater detail.
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The 8 Themes Categorized

“A Bit of Both”

One of the themes is both a tactical 

theme (actions could be undertaken 

immediately to support the objectives 

of the new policy) and strategic theme 

(required a longer-term timeframe for 

analysis as well as the creation of an 

appropriate framework to govern City 

and partner responsibilities across the 

Long Term Athlete Development 

framework).
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A 9th Theme Emerged

Calgary as a Sport City

A 9th theme was introduced by the project’s 

Shared Outcomes Expert Panel.  

This theme related to “Calgary as a Sport City”.  

And the Expert Panel’s request was to investigate 

what the stakeholder groups/interested parties 

believed this to be.  

The Expert Panel wanted to define what “Calgary 

as a Sport City” meant to each stakeholder group 

and what actions and implementation activities 

would help achieve that vision of “Calgary as a 

Sport City”.
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Preparing for Facilitated Focused 
Discussions

Narrowing the Themes:  “3 + 1”

To help narrow the scope of the facilitated review sessions with the 

stakeholder groups, the 9 themes were reduced as follows:

 The 3 themes deemed strategic (health and wellness 

outcomes, program delivery at the community/local level, and 

improved inclusion of diverse groups), were included in the 

review.

 Since specifically requested by the Shared Outcome Expert 

Panel, the theme related to “Calgary as a Sport City” (its 

meaning to the stakeholder groups and action items for its 

implementation) was included in the focused discussions.
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Facilitated Focused Discussions

Who Did We Engage.  And For What?

Equipped with these “3 + 1” themes, facilitated  

discussion/focus group reviews were conducted 

with 12 separate stakeholder groups (as shown).  

Each stakeholder group was asked to identify, 

from their perspective, if any important themes 

were missed via the interview phase. 

None of the stakeholder groups identified an 

absent key theme. This proved to be a positive 

validation of the qualitative findings gathered 

from the preliminary interviews and online 

surveys.

The introductory presentation, delivered to each 

of the stakeholder groups is shown in Appendix C.
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Facilitated Focused Discussions

Who Did We Engage.  And For What?

Next, utilizing small group review and brainstorming, 

the stakeholder groups were asked to provide their 

input and perspectives on each of the “3 + 1” themes, 

across the following considerations.  Each participant 

was able to provide their insight across the following 

considerations:

 Identify how their individual stakeholder group 

would help contribute to achieving each of the 

themes.  

Often, the stakeholders would not identify their 

own specific action items or responsibilities; 

instead they would identify the requirements 

from external groups which would help them 

achieve the objectives of the themes.  Although 

not the expected objective of the review, but it 

achieved the identification of operational   

action items.
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Facilitated Focused Discussions

Who Did We Engage.  And For What?

In addition to the operational action items to help 

realize the objectives of each theme, the stakeholder 

group participants were also asked to provide their 

insight across the following considerations:

 The barriers and obstacles which currently 

prevent them from achieving the objectives and 

goals of each theme;

 The metrics they would recommend to help 

The City measure successful outcomes of the 

themes, and by extension, successful outcomes 

of the overall policy.
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Improvement Opportunities

Stakeholder Group Brainstorming Sessions

This small-group brainstorming exercise resulted in the identification 

of 134 improvement opportunities.  

The full list of improvement opportunities is shown in Appendix A.

For the purposes of analysis, these 134 improvement suggestions 

were categorized across six similar topics.

Please note that the six classifying categories, which help analyze the 

134 improvement opportunities, were defined and based on 

common feedback and input; they were not specifically identified by 

participants across the 12 stakeholder groups.

The vast majority of the 134 improvement opportunities are 

operational and tactical suggestions.  They do not represent strategic 

objectives of the Civic Sport Policy.
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Improvement Opportunities
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Improvement Opportunities

Classifying Categories 

Opportunities related to the overall governance of programs and partners related to the delivery of 

sport.  These include items such as risk management, program support, and metrics and measurement.

Suggestions related to the coordination between all of the sport delivery providers to facilitate new 

and/or effective partnerships, information sharing, and access to programs and facilities.

Improved Partner Alignment
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Improvement Opportunities

Classifying Categories 

Improved Communications and Promotion

Opportunities related to the communication between partners and stakeholder groups to avoid 

duplication of sport delivery and address gaps with sport delivery systems, as well as promotion of the 

services and programs available for Calgarians, regardless of whether they are delivered by Calgary 

Recreation or external stakeholder groups/partners.

Expanded/Enhanced Program Delivery

These improvement recommendations promote the delivery of additional sport programs.  These include 

both delivery to additional constituents and also the expansion to deliver additional emerging or non-

traditional sports.
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Improvement Opportunities

Classifying Categories 

On-going program support suggestions related to the opportunities to simplify the access to sports and 

sport programs, such as improved transportation, improved/aligned subsidy applications, ease of 

accessibility, and review of facility booking and utilization practices. 

Improved On-Going Program Support

Although facility-related recommendations were out-of-scope for our review (they are being addressed 

via a separate Calgary Recreation initiative), stakeholder comments related to facilities were captured 

nonetheless to accurately capture and reflect all of the feedback received from the stakeholder groups.

Review Facility/Equipment Requirements
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Improvement Opportunities
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Methodology for Defining Priorities

Multi-Voting for the “3 + 1” Themes

Once the individuals from each of the stakeholder groups had a 

chance to brainstorm the opportunities, barriers, and metrics for 

each of the themes, they were provided with the opportunity to 

define priorities.

The priorities were based on each of the “3 +1” themes (Health and 

Wellness Outcomes, Improve Inclusion of Diverse Groups, Deliver 

Programs at the Local/Community Level, and Calgary as a “Sport 

City”).  The participants of the stakeholder groups did not vote for 

individual suggestions identified during the brainstorming sessions, 

but on the overall “3 + 1” themes.

A multi-voting method.  Each participant was given 30 “votes” and 

asked to place the votes on each of the themes relative to their belief 

of each theme’s overall priority.  An individual could place all 30 

votes on one theme or “spread” out their votes across all the “3 + 1” 

themes.  
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Methodology for Defining Priorities

Multi-Voting for the “3 +1” Themes

It should be noted, however, that not all groups conducted and 

participated in the multi-voting (for example, the Education 

stakeholder group focused on a discussion of joint use of schools 

and City facilities, while the Facility Partner stakeholder group 

focused primarily on their supporting role given the importance of 

facilities for the delivery of a refreshed Civic Sport Policy.

Another consideration of the multi-voting process was that if a 

stakeholder group had more than one representative in attendance, 

they would only receive, and place, one set of votes.

All this is to acknowledge that while the multi-voting process was not 

scientific, it did, nonetheless, provide an indication of the relative 

priority of the themes to one another, based on the input of a 

significant majority of the 12 stakeholder groups.
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A Summary of the Priorities
The following chart shows the overall priority of the “3 + 1” themes based on the multi-voting results of 

the stakeholder groups who completed votes.  The results of each stakeholder group’s multi-voting results 

are shown on the following pages.
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A Summary of the Priorities
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A Summary of the Priorities
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Additional Focus for Policy Development

What Needle are We Moving?

This project, from its outset, attempted to focus on the priorities for 

discussion which would support the review and development of a 

new.  The purposing of focusing the discussion to progressively 

narrower areas of review, but still aligned to the “3 + 1” themes 

identified, will help ensure that on-going stakeholder engagement is 

targeted to the key priorities, which will help define a refreshed and 

resonant Civic Sport Policy.  

The collective feedback provided by all stakeholder groups and their 

individual participants further served this purpose by identifying 

common objectives, outcomes, and strategies across all the 

stakeholder groups, based on the frequency of the types of 

improvement opportunities noted.

The frequency of the items noted, across all the stakeholder 

meetings, is summarized in Appendix B.
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Additional Focus for Policy Development

What Needle are We Moving?

After collecting, aggregating, and reviewing all the information 

collected (definition of key themes, brainstorming feedback, and 

priority setting), the project defined what it recommends as the key 

outcome (or “needle”) we expect a refreshed Calgary Civic Sport 

Policy to “move”. 

Based on all of the stakeholder feedback, the “needle” represents the 

main outcome of a policy which not only helps achieve the “3 + 1” 

key themes identified across the stakeholder groups, but can also 

serve as decision matrix model that can be used in prioritizing 

operational tasks and activities.

The “needle” will not become the final (or only) version of a refreshed 

policy.  But it will serve as a starting point for review and discussion 

to allow policy development to focus in the areas, and on the 

objectives, that all of the cross-functional stakeholders have deemed 

important. 
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Additional Focus for Policy Development

What Needle are We Moving?

This “needle” keeps us cognizant and vigilant on the important 

outcomes as development of a refreshed Calgary Civic Sport Policy 

commences, and helps prevent Calgary Recreation and its partners 

from trying to “do it all”.  

It helps define the primary objective of the refreshed policy that 

delivers the best value and benefit, and is based on the broad-

ranging feedback collected across all the stakeholder groups and 

other interested parties.
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The “Needle”

Maintain, Increase, and Sustain 

New and Existing Participants 

in Sport, for Life

Based on the Calgary Civic Sport Policy review findings, the following “needle” was identified as a key outcome 

to focus on during the on-going discussion and eventual development of a new policy:
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Our “Needle”

The “needle” statement above was presented to the Expert Panels, and is 

intended to initiate and illicit further discussion, analysis, and feedback 

(both within the Expert Panels and within the Sport Policy’s broader 

stakeholder groups).

Within the Expert Panels, there was broad consensus to include the 

phrase “…for Life”.

There was further discussion, without a common consensus, about 

whether the phrase “physical activity” should be included within the 

statement.  As a result, it has been currently excluded.

And, within the Expert Panels, there was significant discussion about 

whether the statement requires a definition of “sport” and “recreation”.  

Again, since there was not consensus on this, it was not included.

These considerations, whether included in the statement or not, are 

intended to continue the on-going discussion of the key objective of a 

refreshed Calgary Civic Sport Policy.
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Supporting Principles

6 Underlying and Supporting Principles

Supporting the “needle”, further narrowing the operational focus for 

achieving it, and assisting in avoiding the pitfalls of trying to “do it all” 

are these 6 supporting principles:

1. Skill development as a means to lifelong participation through 

increased confidence and self-esteem.

2. Balance the provision of programs for adults as well as children 

and youth.

3. Expanded definition of sport which avoids the exclusion of 

“smaller” sports.

4. Design programs, facilities, and delivery that “look like me” – a 

reflection of the diversity of participants.

5. Maximize the use and utilization of City and partner operated 

facilities.

6. Make Calgary a “sport city” of active and engaged Calgarians.
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Supporting Principles

6 Underlying and Supporting Principles

The preliminary interviews, the self-selecting surveys, the review with 

the project’s two Expert Panels, the facilitated stakeholder review 

sessions, the identification of opportunities and barriers, and the 

multi-voting process all contributed to the detailed findings the review 

has identified.

The creation of the outcome “needle” and it’s 6 underlying principles 

will help guide and facilitate on-going discussion as Calgary 

Recreation begins the development of a new, refreshed Civic Sport 

Policy.

Additional review and discussions will help to either confirm the 

“needle” and its underlying principles or help define additional 

outcomes for the new Sport Policy.
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Supporting Principles

6 Underlying and Supporting Principles

And the analysis performed to date has not only identified the main 

content for developing a refreshed Calgary Civic Sport Policy, but it 

has been defined and classified in a way that allows the development 

of the policy to focus on a finite, well-defined and measurable scope 

which is focused on, and aligned to, the highest priority, highest value 

objectives.

The stakeholders engaged to date have stated that the refreshed Civic 

Sport Policy should focus on expanding participation in physical 

activity and sport (by focusing and delivering on the “needle’s” 6 

supporting principles).  

And in doing so, it is anticipated that there will be positive 

achievement in health and wellness outcomes, improve inclusion of 

diverse and traditionally excluded groups, and enhance the delivery of 

sport programs at the local community level.
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Evaluation Criteria

How Will We Know What to Do?

The project could have stopped at this point; there was enough 

information collected and analyzed for the development of a 

refreshed Calgary Civic Sport Policy to commence.

But there was additional input and value to obtain from the 

stakeholder groups.  

As noted, the stakeholders identified 134 improvement opportunities 

as part of their review and brainstorming exercise across the “3 + 1” 

key themes.  Although these opportunities primarily highlight 

operational action items (“what we should do”), they also provide 

insight into the tactical and strategic objectives of a refreshed policy 

(“why are they valuable”).
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Evaluation Criteria

How Will We Know What to Do?

To avoid losing this important work and stakeholder insight and 

feedback, a set of evaluation criteria were developed to allow 

assessment of each of the improvement opportunities.  

In addition to prioritizing these opportunities for The City and its 

partners, the evaluation criteria could help further support the 

objectives, goals, and outcomes of a refreshed Civic Sport Policy.
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Evaluation Criteria

How Will We Know What to Do?

The evaluation criteria represent the “lenses” through which Calgary 

Recreation (and, potentially, its partners) can evaluate opportunities 

and help distinguish between similar requests.  And distinguishing 

between these opportunities is based on criteria that all the 

stakeholders agree are important.  And they further help narrow the 

focus on those highest value, highest benefit opportunities.

Three sets of evaluation criteria were developed:

 Ease of Implementation

 Business Value

 Customer Value

These evaluation criteria were identified based on implementation 

best practices and the City’s own criteria for defining customer and 

citizen value.  These evaluation criteria were not developed during 

the facilitated stakeholder review sessions.
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Evaluation Criteria

How Will We Know What to Do?

While these evaluation criteria aren’t necessarily required for further 

discussion and development of the policy document, they will be 

useful for evaluating the operational improvement suggestions and 

opportunities.

Nonetheless, they will serve to further define the scope, direction, 

and priorities of a refreshed Calgary Civic Sport Policy.  

First, the evaluation criteria themselves may help narrow and define 

the discussion about the most important operational considerations 

of the refreshed policy based on what each of the criteria addresses 

(e.g., affordability, demonstrated need, replicability, inclusion, etc.).  

And second, when the criteria are applied to the 134 improvement 

opportunities, those that “rise to the top” will provide further 

indicators about the key priorities and objectives of a refreshed Civic 

Sport Policy, which can be evaluated and discussed further, and 

based on the input provided across all stakeholder groups.
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Initiating Policy Development

Policy Development Raw Materials are In Place

The raw materials for the development of a refreshed Calgary Civic 

Sport Policy are all in place and are based on the large amount of 

information and feedback collected from our cross-functional 

stakeholders.

The collective findings, as well as a summary of the benchmarking 

results from the polling of similar municipalities, will be presented to 

the project’s Direct Delivery and Shared Outcomes Expert Panels in 

early December for review.

The findings do not represent a final position for Calgary Recreation 

or its partners.  Instead, it is an informed starting point of further 

discussion which will deliver an effective and resonant policy.

Upon validation of the “needle” and its underlying principles, the 

development of a refreshed Calgary Civic Sport Policy can 

commence.
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Appendix A
Operational Improvement Opportunities

The improvement opportunities shown below were identified and collected as part of the 2016 Calgary 

Civic Sport Policy facilitated discussions, individual submissions, and other review meetings.  

These opportunities have not been edited, vetted nor validated by the stakeholder group participants, but 

are presented here to provide context and feedback of the stakeholders’ feedback.

The improvement opportunities are classified based on the themes for which they were suggested:

H – Deliver on Health and Wellness Outcomes

D – Improve Inclusion of Diverse Groups

L – Deliver Programming Locally, in Communities
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Appendix A
Operational Improvement Opportunities

No. Opportunity Description Theme Source

1

Provide support to clubs/groups for the recruitment and refresh of Club board members in order to facilitate new 
ideas in club boards.  This could also be expanded to include standard processes, policies, budgeting, financial 
reporting, athlete tracking, etc.  This would expand/extend the support currently provided by Sport Calgary and the 
Federation of Calgary Communities.

H
Sport Orgs

Individual Submission

2
Although Risk Management was recognized as an important consideration, determine how to ensure that minor Risk 
Management issues do not prevent or inhibit participaiton or delivery of programs - decisions based on overall benefit 
vs risk management.  Determine how to balance risk management with access to programs and delivery.

L
Sport Orgs

Private Sector

3

Determine how to balance the needs and demands of competitive sport vs recreational sport.  The current perception 
is that competitive sport has a higher priority.  But other stakeholders would suggest that recreational sport has a 
higher priority.  This perceived dichotomy needs to be addressed and clarified.  Suggestion to use the Talisman model 
which has appeared to achieve a balance between the deliver of competitive and recreational sport.

L Sport Orgs

4 Create a new culture where "playing sports" becomes more important than winning or high-performance. H Sport Orgs

5
Between Calgary Recreation and CBE/CSSD, utilize Master Agreements vs Individual Contracts or MOUs for facility 
bookings.  Master Agreements help facilitate the use of school facility when they are available.

L Education

6
Need consistency between the facility operating model of the CBE (school run and managed sport facilities) and the 
CSSD (centralized Business Services department run and managed sport facilities) in addition to streamlining and 
making consistent the requirements for on-site supervision/oversight (who needs to be there if the facility is open?)

L Education

7
For local delivery of programs (e.g., in local community locations - schools, churches, community centers, etc.) we 
need to address parental concerns of child safety.  Parents have a concern that their children will be exposed to 
negative influences from other children who "drop in" to the facility without an interest in participating in sports.

L SS-Youth

8
Calgary Recreation needs to streamline the requirements for park and facility usage related to permitting, insurance, 
public gathering, security requirements, cost, etc.  Sometimes this is too difficult to navigate

D Private Sector
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No. Opportunity Description Theme Source

9
Too strong a focus on risk and the negative side of sport and recreation - can only access the river in certain areas, 
can't go on the Glenmore, some sports/activiites are too risky, etc.  And no amount of promotion or awareness seems 
to overcome the risk-focused approach to activity.

L Private Sector

10
Calgary Recreation should develop a broad set of guiding principles for the delivery of sport and recreation.  These 
would address not only the physical literacy principles, but inform and align to the LTAD, and define how the 
programming is delivered, and who delivers it.

H Facility Ptrs

11
Sport teams should reflect diversity.  Calgary Recreation may have a role here with their LSO and private sector 
partners to promote the diversity of the teams/programs that are delivered by the LSO and private sector providers in 
their facilities.

D Welcoming Comm.

12
Need to create a set of guiding principles and guidelines for Calgary Recreation which provide a decision tree for 
making partnership decisions (when to say yes to a request and when to say no).

H Health

13

Look to improve guidelines for how Calgary Recreation allocates facility usage; how do you balance providing free or 
subsidized facility access when a paying user wants the same availability.  Same recommendation would apply to Parks 
for providing more access/opportunity via their allocation process to sport, cultural, and social groups, and reassess 
existing spaces to be more welcoming of non-mainstream sports (aligned to the Sport Field Strategy).

D Recreation

14
Collect and utilize data from True North/AHS data in addition to any other data/databases which may be appropriate 
(e.g., Mend, Prescription to Get Active).  May also want to collect participant data for whay they have registered in a 
program (SUMMIT) and follow their progress.

H Recreation

15
Need to imporve the measurment of participation.  This is especially important in the early stages of LTAD where 
physical literacy is being taught.  Measure the level of participation in physical literacy, then you can track how well 
these participants continue to participate in sport and recreation.  

H Project

Appendix A
Operational Improvement Opportunities
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No. Opportunity Description Theme Source

1

Expand and facilitate improved communication and alignment between facility groups and provider groups (LSOs) to 
improve what programs are delivered and the alignment between them.  This includes community associations, 
chruches, private sector companies, and schools with Calgary Recration and/or Sport Calgary facilitating the 
coordination (carrot and stick).

H Sport Orgs

2
Calgary Recreation should (most likely via Sport Calgary) facilite the on-going engagement of all sport organizations, 
schools, and private sector sport providers, aligned to the vision of the Calgary Civic Sport Policy.

L Sport Orgs

3
Increase coordination between schools, sport organizations, Calgary Recreation, and private organizations to ensure a 
more seamless deliver of programs and minimizing the gaps of programs offered.

H Sport Orgs

4
Create and utilize stakeholder working groups to improve communication and accessibility with periodic public 
reporting.  This should most likely be led by Sport Calgary.

D Sport Orgs

5
Partner with Art and Cultural organizations to cross-promote, where the arts will promote sport/recreation at their 
events and sport/recreation will promote arts events at their functions.  This help advance overall health and wellness, 
including mental and emotional health in addition to physical health.

H Sport Orgs

6
As partnerships with schools, community associations, churches, etc. are increased, create a master schedule of what's 
open and available, where, and what's offered, followed by the measurement of participation rates for each of the 
locations and offerings.

L Sport Orgs

7 Request that LSOs provide reporting on diversity and accessibility rates and metrics D Sport Orgs

8
Create a pathway/partnership from school sports to LSOs for kids who may not make the HS or JHS sports teams.  The 
LSOs can provide an appripriate environment for kids to continue to participate in sports even if they are not selected 
to sports teams.

H
Education
SS-Youth

Appendix A
Operational Improvement Opportunities
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No. Opportunity Description Theme Source

9
Need to increase and improve the alignment between Calgary Recreation, CBE, and CSSD.  Look to improve the joint 
use agreement to facilitate the 2-way use of schools and community facilities, at minimal or no cost.

L Education

10
Calgary Recreation should look to engage and consult facility partners about the development of more facilities -
where should they be?  What partnerships/programs should they address?

H Facility Ptrs

11

Review and address the 2 key challengs of partner facilities: 1) Calgary Recreation should determine if there should be 
a requirement that partner facilites are booked to specific, under-represented groups (e.g., newcomers, social service 
groups, etc.) for a portion of their availability.  2) Rec facilities are subsidized, which is a challenge to partner faciliites
who try to match pricing.

H Facility Ptrs

12
Sport and Recreation partners need to provide their information to Alberta Health Services so that AHS can provide 
this program information to their patients.  This is happening now, but needs to be formalized.  Inform doctors and 
AHS about sport opportunities available to their patients in their local communities.

H, L
Health

Recreation

13
AHS needs to continue to engage in the community to ensgure that all culturally diverse groups, age levels, income, 
and education can be engaged in sport and recreation for health and wellness benefits.  This applies both to programs 
and to the utilization of community-based facilities.

H Health

14 Expand existing AHS services into new City and/or partner facilities.  H Health

15
Create active partnerships between Calgary Recreation and AHS perhaps by creating a "Sport Coordinator" for AHS, 
like Recreation has for the school model.  Calgary Recreation could also use AHS' knowledge of grass roots to help 
drive program strategies and objectives.  Align to AHS' strategic clinical networks.

H Health

16

Need to imporve the sharing of data and best practices across partners.  We need to engage and address the data 
needs and requirements of all participants.  Leverage community assets whenever possible, with AHS providing 
support and training to community partners.  This also needs to address the special interest groups (e.g., swim clubs 
who may take time away from public swim times),

D Health

Appendix A
Operational Improvement Opportunities
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No. Opportunity Description Theme Source

17
Leverage community assets for AHS program delivery whenever possible, with AHS providing support and training to 
community partners.  This also needs to address the special interest groups (e.g., swim clubs who may take time away 
from public swim times),

D Health

18
Review guidelines for public access and use of facilities vs private (or special interest groups) utilizing facility time, and 
the times they access facilities (e.g., swim clubs who may take time away from public swim times).

D Health

19
Need to improve agreements between Calgary Recreation, AHS, and other service delivery providers to identify the 
mandate of what each groups needs to deliver.

H Recreation

20
Create a "hub" idea within exisitng partnerships - start with the physical facility, then look to utilize adjacent green 
spaces, schools, community associations, churches, etc.  There are a number of informal conversations that help 
address this in an "one off" manner, but this needs to be formalized. 

L Recreation

21

Reduce the reliance on Calgary Recreation staff to provide the analysis, alignment and look to transfer some of this 
responsibility to the organizational volunteers or community volunteers.  Calgary Recreation may need to provide 
training, information sharing, tools, standards, and/or data to help achieve this ("get all the information to the people 
who want/need it").  Knowledge transfer to local organizations for them to deliver in their own facilties/places.

L Recreation

22
How can Recreation (and Partner delivery organizations) utilize older adults as coaches, mentors, or volunteers, with 
Recreation acting as the facilitator for these "inter generational" volunteers.

L Recreation

23 Provide access to decision makers for LGBTQ and other excluded groups. D LGBTQ

24
Improve and expand partnerships with post-secondary institutions to facilitate the support and development of high-
performance sport (training to compete, training to win).

H Individual Submission
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No. Opportunity Description Theme Source

1

Create targeted communications to specific groups that Recreation wants to engage in its, or its partner's programs 
(e.g. Seniors, youth, low income, new Calgarians, etc).  This includes identifying the communication vehicles/methods 
to best target those groups and specific contacts across the various organizations and utilizing ethnic associations who 
can promote sport and recreation opportunities at their ethnic events (Latinofest, Carifest, etc.)

D, L
Active Aging

Welcoming Comm.

2
Expand communication, promotion, and exposure of programs by utilizing and maximizing the use of exiting and new 
social media.

H
Sport Orgs

Private Sector

3
Newcomers are not aware of the sport and recreation offerings that are available (delivered by Calgary 
Recreation/LSOs/Private Sector.  Ensure that sports and recreation are part of the "welcome package" for new 
Calgarians, and delivered in a number of different languages.

D

Sport Orgs
Facility Partners
Private Sector

Welcoming Comm.

4
Highlight the wins and successes of sport/recreational/athleteic performances (role models) to provide examples of 
the benefit and successes of sport and recreation in order to facilitate engagement and participation.

D Sport Orgs

5
Ensure that communiations are provided in various languages (and provide translators during program 
introduction/delivery) to facilitate the improved understanding of the program for all participants, regardless of their 
first language.

D Sport Orgs

6
Provide training to staff on the use of inclusive language (different languages, proper terminology, e.g., "persons with 
disabilities" vs "handicapped")

D Sport Orgs

7

Expand and increase communication awareness about the available subsidies available to support participation in 
sport and recreation, and target this communication to the groups that are likely to require the support.  This included 
both City and private sector subsidies (e.g., Kidsport/Jumpstart).  Understand and communicate what funding is 
available and for whom.

D Sport Orgs

Appendix A
Operational Improvement Opportunities
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No. Opportunity Description Theme Source

8
Advertise sport and recreation activities and programming within schools to provide a feeder system to participation.  
Although the priority is to conduct this promotion in schools, we should also examing this communication and 
promotion should in any locations where people congregate (church, grocery store, AHS clinics and hospitals, etc.)

L
Sport Orgs

Welcoming Comm.

9
Share data related to facilities and utilization.  For example, the utilization percentage of facilites (pools, arenas, 
athletic parks, etc), cost of facilities, etc.  Suggestion is that a common website showing all permit, utilization, and 
availability information for all City facilities (and even schools and community associations) should be created.

L
Sport Orgs
Recreation

10
Improve awareness that physical participation in any sport activity improves health and wellness outcomes, and 
provide a stong base of entry opportunities for all ages across the LTAD framework.

H Sport Orgs

11
Expend and communicate the definition of the benefits of physical activity to include more than just physical activity.  
It also includes emotional health and happiness, contentment, etc.

H Sport Orgs

12
Need to improve the communicaiton of what diversity support programs already exist, both  for sport providers and 
for potentially new participants.

D Private Sector

13
Conduct promotion and outreach programs rotating through communities throughout the year.  The promotion 
should be culturally based, if needed, in addition to word of mouth, and the outreach could even be achieved via 
physical demonstration/introduction to the targeted groups

D Private Sector

14
Calgary Recreation should act as a communication hub/resource for directing and marketing traffic to both public and 
private sports programs.  Develop one application/hub that promotes all private and public offerings at all facilities 
across all programs.

H Private Sector

15

Calgary Recreation and private programming needs better promotion and promtion via different channels (can't just 
be online, as some excluded participants don't have access online).  Communication needs to include brochures in 
schools/churches, community newsletters, and in-person presentations to excluded groups.  And this needs to be all 
delivered in different languages as well.

H SS-Youth

Appendix A
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No. Opportunity Description Theme Source

16
Increase the promotion and awareness of sport in general - health benefits of physical activity, sport as a profession, 
awareness of sport programs across the city, accessibility (transportation, subsidies), LSO and sport programming, Rec 
programs, etc.

H Welcoming Comm.

17
Calgary Recreation should engage with private sector industries (especially "blue collar" industries) to help 
communicate and promote the benefits of sport and recreation and to promote the company's efforts for sport and 
recreation (Company A has a lunch time basketball league...)

H Welcoming Comm.

18
Improve communication to culturally diverse groups about the value of sport and recreation.  This should be targeted 
to the cultural practices of different ethniciities and address their ignorance, misconceptions, and judgements about 
sport and recreation (e.g., the role/participation of men and women).

D Health

19

Need to improve the communication of what Calgary Recreation already knows based on its own research.  Need to 
target and communicate these findings to the people that Calgary Recreation needs support from (parents, program 
providers, who are aligned to the desired outcomes).  This would also help show the impact and importance of what 
Calgary Recreation is doing.

H Recreation

20
Ensure that Calgary Recreation is promoting their programs (events, services, etc.) to the right people/groups.  Utilize 
lessons learned from Village Community Hub.

D Recreation

21
Need to provide a centralized source of information about inclusion and which places are inclusive (and whose staff is 
trained on inclusiveness).

H LGBTQ

22
Communicate, promote, and educated a zero tolerance policy for abusive language.  This should apply not only to the 
City's own facilites and programming, but Recreation could also apply this to its partner organizaitons/facilities, and 
even extend this to LSOs as well.

L LGBTQ

23
Identify and promote LGBTQ athletes and promote their accomplishments.  Have them become role models for all 
participants LGBTQ and non-LGBTQ.  Again, although raised for the LGBTQ community, this could apply for all groups 
that feel excluded (disables, low income, etc.)

D LGBTQ

Appendix A
Operational Improvement Opportunities
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No. Opportunity Description Theme Source

24
Look to communicate and promote how we think about sport - instead of macho/tough it can be morre about health 
and inclusion and diversity.

D LGBTQ

25
Increase celebration and promotion of the City's high-performance athletes and their achievements.  Continue 
promotion events in place today (Celebration of Sport) but conduct more of them and more often.

H, D Individual Submission
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No. Opportunity Description Theme Source

1 Expand walking programs at applicable facilities (malls, City Recreation facilities, City facilites, partner facilities). H Active Aging

2
Expand delivery of Senior-focused programs at more City, Partner, Health Services and greenspace facilites.  Also 
consider delivering facilitated, instructor-led programs at senior/assisted living facilities within the City of Calgary.

H, D Active Aging

3 Expand Sport Calgary's "All Sport One Day" to include an adults only version of the program. H, D Active Aging

4 Create diverse competitive programs at the adult/masters level. H Sport Orgs

5
Create diverse recreational programs for adults/masters participants (both men and women).  This diversity of 
programming should also include program delivery based on skill development by expanding the availability of "learn 
to" programs, for adults children, and perhaps focused on less popular/traditional sports.

H, D

Sport Orgs
SS-Youth

Welcoming Comm.
Health

6

Create introductory programs for sport, recreation, physical activity for under-served, under-participating groups (e.g., 
low income, people with disabilities, kids without exisitng sports skills, etc.).  Lots of kiss are bussed to school so it's 
not reasonable to have after school activity at the school they attend since bussed kids need to leave as soon as 
classes are over.  Local schools where kids live are more feasible.

H, L
Sport Orgs
SS-Youth

7 Expand subsidy programs for Seniors who want to participate in recreational programs. H, D Active Aging

8
Create "drop in" times for Sport for Life at local facilites.  These may include both Calgary Recreation, City of Calgary, 
and partner facilites (including schools, churches, halls, hospitals, daycares, etc.).

H Sport Orgs

Appendix A
Operational Improvement Opportunities
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No. Opportunity Description Theme Source

9
Avoid a "one size fits all" for sport/recreation programs and activities.  Instead, use demographic data or surveys to 
determine which non-traditional sports and activites are likely to encourage high participation rates in specific, diverse 
communities.  Includes an increased openness by Calgary Recreation to deliver non-traditional sports.

D, L
Sport Orgs

Welcoming Comm.
Health

10
Include sport and recration information/exhibition/participation in existing community and cultural events (e.g., 
dance organizations, cultural days).

D Sport Orgs

11
Deliver programs based on quadrants (e.g., the same or similar programs available in each City quadrant) and based 
on specific targeted groups - low income, seniors, immigrant groups, etc.

L Sport Orgs

12
Expand relationships with private sector (e.g., Goodlife) to allow a percentage of currently excluded groups to 
participate in their programs/facilities.

D Sport Orgs

13 Begin to introduce and deliver physical literacy programs, not just "learn to" sports programs H Sport Orgs

14
Look to Calgary Recreation and the LSOs to provide equipment and skills training within the schools, focused on the 
school's objectives (e.g., participation, High 5) vs a focus on competition and winning.

H Education

15

For younger participants, sport programming and delivery needs to stress skill development over unrealistic 
expectations (learn the skills immediately).  Body image and self-esteem when trying (and failing) at new sports is also 
a very important consideration which should not be minimized or overlooked during program delivery.  These need to 
be accounted for when teaching sport, in order to create a lifelong participant.

H SS-Youth

16
Parents need to provide a role model for their children by participating themselves and participating with their kids.  
Programs should look for this joint partne/child programming across the LTAD.

H
SS-Youth

Private Sector

Appendix A
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No. Opportunity Description Theme Source

17
Expanded programs should include not only participation in the sport, but also volunteer/support opportunities 
(scorekeeping, cheerleading) as these have health/emotional benefits as well.

H Private Sector

18
Introduce/expand national sport literacy programs in schools.  This is not necessarily sport, but play and physical 
literacy.  Private sector providers can promote their sport and physical literacy programs to schools.  This would 
supplement any play/physical literacy programs that Calgary Recreation provides/promotes.  

H Private Sector

19
Look to provide community sport opportunities, for both kids and adults, with other nearby communities (e.g., 
Diversity Cup).  This needs to be more than an annual event, and needs to be promoted well so that communities can 
organize in order to fully participate.

L SS-Fee Assistance

20 Introduce high performance for non-traditional sports (eg., field hockey) to help enhance inclusion of diverse groups. D Facility Ptrs

21
High performance sport has a role in helping provide benefits (aspirational goal, so a person begins participating).  
Need to improve the prominence of high-performance sport and understand who owns its delivery across LTAD

H Facility Ptrs

22
Need to increase the number of local community sport opportunities, even if they are just recreational or "drop in" 
sports.  This needs to account for a variety of sports, which may interest different participants, and even the 
introduciton of exercise equipment in local communities.

H Welcoming Comm.

23 Offer less formal or low cost sport opportunities, that limit the amoung of travel required D, L Welcoming Comm.

24
Consider expanding who offers sport, recreation, and wellness programs so that besides Calgary Recration and/or 
LSOs, they can be delivered by immigation agencies.

D Welcoming Comm.

25
Need to increase the focus on non-winter and non-traditional sports which are likely not easily accessible to 
immigrants/newcomers.

L, D Welcoming Comm.

Appendix A
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26
Provide sport activities/opportunities for immigrant grandparents who are often the child care provider for their 
grandchildren while they participate in their sport activities.  Give the grandparents a mechanism/opportunity to 
participate in physical activity.

H Welcoming Comm.

27
Seems to be a dominance of large, private organizaitons that offer sports.  Same applies for adult social rec leagues.  
Can Calgary Recreation offer/organize similar programs that are more accessible outside of the large delivery 
organizations

L Welcoming Comm.

28
Sports programs are too exclusive and too specialized from an early age.  Need to look at programs which are more 
recreational and so not require the same exclusivity, cost, and commitment.  Need to focus on health outcomes, not 
sport outcomes.

H Health

29
Revisit food availability and options in Calgary Recreation and Partner Facilities to improve the healthiness of the food 
choices currently offered (hamburger and fries vs wrap and vegetables).  This could also include less sedentary waiting 
areas (e.g., piano stairs)

H
Health

Recreation

30
Increase the level of injury awareness and prevention across the sport and recreation programs provided.  This could 
apply not only to Calgary Recreation, but also to partner facilities, and LSOs who can be influenced by the City.

H Health

31
Identify the manner in which Calgary Recreation can support the groups who are already providing programming for 
diverse groups; Calgary Recreation would focus on sport and recreation support, but could engage within groups who 
have already engaged with the specific groups.

D Recreation

32
Examine the creation of LGBTQ programming for youth.  Currently many of the programs are for participants who are 
18 or older and there is a gap for youth programming.

H LGBTQ

33
Promote unstructured play/sport so that our participants have more opportunity and are more comfortable in "just 
playing"; this may initial require some "programming" that facilitates the delivery of equipment and informal 
instruction that helps participants engage in unstructured play.  "Structured, unstructured play" 

H Individual Submission
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34

For a participant's first experience with sport (child or adult), either within the City's own direct delivery programming 
or programming delivered by LSOs, we need to determine/confirm that it is a positive experience to increase the 
likelihood that a participant will continue with sport.  This may require measurement of each participant's experience 
across direct delivery and shared outcomes or agreed-upon guidelines for ensuring a positive first experience with 
sport.

H Individual Submission

35
Provide support at the LSO level for sport supporting roles and functions - coaching development and training, referee 
training and accreditation, minor capital grants for equipment/supplies, free of charge "Learn To" session, etc.

H,D Individual Submission
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No. Opportunity Description Theme Source

1
Provide subsidized transportation to sport and recreation facilities for groups/participants demonstrating the need.  
This may also apply to groups who want to utilize facilites during day when facility utilization is at its lowest.

H SS-Fee Assistance

2 Provide baseline health measurements, if requrested, for participants in Recreation or partner programs. H Active Aging

3
Create a "bench" of sport/physical activity mentors (e.g., elite athletes) to support and promote physical activity 
engagemetn and participation (for both youth and adults).

H Sport Orgs

4
Re-visit policies/restrictions that tend to limit participation (e.g., use of sticks in gyms, caretakers presence in school 
facilities, etc.

L Sport Orgs

5
Conduct a reivew of the geographic balance for access to sport and recreation facilities across the City to identify 
where there are gaps in facility access/availability.  This is a catchment basis review, but for all sport and recreation 
facilities, and regardless of who owns them.

D Sport Orgs

6
Calgary Recreation should provide info/transiton/pathways from their "learn to" sport programs to the LSOs.  The 
City's role in ensuring that the participant continues to participate shouldn't end with the conclusion of the "learn to" 
program.

L Sport Orgs

7
Calgary Recreation needs to provie support for new or emerging sports which can help increase overall participation or 
participaiton of under-served groups.

D Sport Orgs

8
Promote the recruitment, retention, and training of coaches and instructors.  Need to have additional clarity in what 
the roles of Calgary Recreation and the LSOs are for this coach/instructor recruitment, training, and professional 
development.

L
Sport Orgs

Individual Submission
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9
Review and improve high school sport booking processes and the use of tentative bookings.  This results in available 
sport facility time/space going unutilized because it has been booked (but no longer required).  Investigate the 
strategy to have schools book via the public process after the school bookings have been released.

L Education

10
Conduct a geographic analysis of after school programs to idnetiy which programs are offered in which 
schools/locaitons and to understand which schools to open for sport and recreation activities.

L Education

11
Subsidy forms for Calgary Recreation programming are difficult to understand, especially for non-English as a 1st 
language.

H SS-Fee Assistance

12

Transportation is a significant issue in order to access sport and recreation programs.  Need to help manage this either 
by providing easily accessible transportation to sport and recreation facilities and programs or deliver the 
programming locally where transportation is not an issue.  Transportation is also a challenge to get kids to club sports 
locations/events.

H, L
SS-Fee Assistance

Welcoming Comm.
Health

13

Support offerings at facilities/programs are important - need to provide offerings at different times to facilitate access 
for all participants (adults as well as children) and need to provide multi-age programs (or child care) during 
programming.  This way, families wiht multiple children can either have care for the kids not participating, or there are 
offerings for all ages and all the kids can participate at the same time. 

H, D
SS-Fee Assistance

Welcoming Comm.

14
Need to address funding/scholarship gaps for kids in trouble.  Need to use sport and recreation to help engage at risk 
kids before they start gettiing into trouble.

D Facility Ptrs

15
Re-examine the requirements of Fair Entry vis-à-vis new Calgarians - do the Fair Entry requirements introduce barriers 
(e.g., requires tax information which a newcomer may not yet have available.  Cost is a large barrier for access and 
even when subsidies are available, they are often not enough and involve a lot of paperwork.

H
Welcoming Comm.

Health

16
Calgary Recreation should ensure that there is an equality of instratructures across the City and that all facilities are 
maintained at the same level.  Perceived difference between newer vs older communities.

D Welcoming Comm.
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No. Opportunity Description Theme Source

17
Staff, trainers, assistanets at Calgary Recreation facilities should reflect the demographics of the communities they are 
in (ethnicity, religious affiliation, sexual orientation, etc.)

D Welcoming Comm.

18
Evalute what influence Calgary Recreation can introduce to partner agencies/program providers to accept participants 
who require fee assistance to participate.  Recreation should look to help facilitate subsidies not only for their 
programs, but influence partner facilites and LSOs.

D Recreation

19
Require mandatory diversity sensitivity training and mentorship for LSOs, leagues, and programs (including coaches, 
trainers, and volunteers).  Although this was indicated for LGBTQ, this requirement can apply to any other historically 
excluded groups.

H, D LGBTQ

20
Calgary Recreation should increase its leadership in support of LGBTQ programs.  This includes support of Apollo sports 
leagues, zero tolerance of abusive language, eliminate gender minimums. 

L LGBTQ

21
Retrofit facilities, where applicable, that are accomodating and gender neutral, and include signs that indicated that 
the facility is safe and gender neutral.

D LGBTQ

22
Expand partnership opportunities with organizations that work with specific groups (e.g., CCIS programming with 
Syrian youth).  Investigate whether Calgary Recreation should be delivering programming to specific cultural groups; 
look to be more strategic in Recreation's response to requests from cultural groups.

D Recreation
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No. Opportunity Description Theme Source

1 Provide equipment availability, access, and storage in faciliies where sport and recreation activities are performed. H Sport Orgs

2 Development of additional multi-sport facilities. H, D Sport Orgs

3
Calgary Recreation should provide guidelines for the access of City facilities via permits.  There is a lack of clarity about
the use and requirements for permits for City facilities, parks, and greenspaces.

L Sport Orgs

4
Ensure public restroom facilites at green spaces and outdoor parks/athletic facilites are open to help increase the 
likelihood of participation.

L Sport Orgs

5
Work with communities with appropriate community facilites to allow diverse groups to rent the facilities and provide 
sport/recreation services.  Community facilities are not as accessible as they have been in the past.

L Sport Orgs

6
Look to make minor modifications to existing facilites (e.g,, adult jungle gyms/fitness stations at children playgrounds, 
basketball hoops at tennis courts, picnic tables at green spaces, etc.) to allow increased particiaption in sport and 
recreation.

L Sport Orgs

7
Future facility design should include accessibility experts during the design phase.  These experts include not only 
physical disability, but LGBTQ, new Calgarians, etc.

D Sport Orgs

8
Need to create safe environments/safe spaces for LGBTQ participants.  This likely requires training about what safe 
spaces are and how to create them and applies not only to physical facilities, but also to leagues, sports, and 
programming.

H LGBTQ
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No. Opportunity Description Theme Source

9
Calgary Recration to provide rotatiing equipment drop offs to local parks/facilities to facilitate "structured, 
unstructured" activity and participation.  This could also be a fundamental skill development opportunity.  But it relies 
on Calgary Recreation facilitating the opportunity by providing equipment and rudimentary instruction.

H, L
Welcoming Comm.

Project

10
Need additional facilities.  The lack of proper faciliites and availability of existing facilities is a significant barrier to the 
delivery of sport and recreation.

H, L Project

11 Provide equipment to local communities which can be accessed and managaged by local community volunteers. L Individual Submission

12
Improve the ease with which high-performance athletes and coaches can access City facilities for training, and 
promote these high-performance athletes as aspirational role models for other participants in sport.  

L Individual Submission
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Appendix B: Stakeholder Summary
Theme:  Health and Wellness Outcomes

Item
Active 

Aging

Local Sport 

Orgs

(I)

Local Sport

Orgs (II)

CBE/

CSSB

Youth

Social 

Services

Private 

Sector

Affordable

Housing

Facility 

Partners

Welcoming 

Communities
AHS

Recreation/

CNS
LGBTQ

Adaptive 

Sport

Multi-Votes 22 143 204 N/A 150 84 90 N/A 69 148 80 54 22

Program Variety for Health and Wellness (H&W)

Offer inclusive/variety of programs; 
youth and adults; confidence of 
participants; skill development; inclusive 
programs for adaptive sport

l lllll lllll llll lllll lll llll llll llll llll l 40

Create drop in programs; locally 
available; minimal equipment

ll lll ll l lll llll l 16

Better pathway of sports from Rec to 
High Performance back to Rec

ll lll ll ll l 10

Greater focus on playing sports vs 
winning/high-performance

l lll l ll l 8

Alberta Health Services programs in 
existing City and partner facilities

l l llll 6

Activities/programs that are "doable" l ll 3

Align Sport to Skill - Expectations - Self 
Esteem "triangle"

l l 2

Wider age ranges participating to help 
avoid childcare during programming

l l 2

Staff (City and Local Sport 
Organizations) training on 
special/specific needs

ll 2
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Appendix B: Stakeholder Summary
Theme:  Health and Wellness Outcomes

Item
Active 

Aging

Local Sport 

Orgs

(I)

Local Sport

Orgs (II)

CBE/

CSSB

Youth

Social 

Services

Private 

Sector

Affordable

Housing

Facility 

Partners

Welcoming 

Communities
AHS

Recreation/

CNS
LGBTQ

Adaptive 

Sport

Multi-Votes 22 143 204 N/A 150 84 90 N/A 69 148 80 54 22

Baseline metrics of health for seniors l 1

Communication and Promotion

Better communication/outreach (eg, 
social media); mentors

llll ll l llll l lll ll ll 19

Improve awareness that any activity 
increases Health and Wellness, but 
Health and Wellness is not equal to 
Sport; inclusivity/diversity training of 
sport providers

llllll llll llll ll ll l 19

Communication and alignment from 
Alberta Health Services to Sport to 
Calgary Recreation partners

lll lllll 8

Funding and Facilities (Note: Items were collected, but Facilities was out of scope for the review)

Better funding and facilities llll lll ll l ll l ll ll 17

Food environment in facilities l l 2
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Appendix B: Stakeholder Summary
Theme:  Health and Wellness Outcomes

Item
Active 

Aging

Local Sport 

Orgs

(I)

Local Sport

Orgs (II)

CBE/

CSSB

Youth

Social 

Services

Private 

Sector

Affordable

Housing

Facility 

Partners

Welcoming 

Communities
AHS

Recreation/

CNS
LGBTQ

Adaptive 

Sport

Multi-Votes 22 143 204 N/A 150 84 90 N/A 69 148 80 54 22

City/Calgary Recreation Leadership

Improved communication and 
coordination across sport organizations 
(between the City and Local Sport 
Organizations/Private Sector)

l ll lll llll l ll l 14

Better transportation l l l lll l 7

City to provide leadership on H&W eg, 
partnerships, road closures

l l 2

Delivery Too Focused on Risk

Fact/metric-based risk assessments l l l 3
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Appendix B: Stakeholder Summary
Theme:  Improve Inclusion of Diverse Groups

Item
Active 

Aging

Local Sport 

Orgs

(I)

Local Sport

Orgs (II)

CBE/

CSSB

Youth

Social 

Services

Private 

Sector

Affordable

Housing

Facility 

Partners

Welcoming 

Communities
AHS

Recreation/

CNS
LGBTQ

Adaptive 

Sport

Multi-Votes 20 51 130 N/A 98 46 159 N/A 80 94 84 102 83

Improved Communication/Promotion

Improved connection with diverse 
groups; improved info 
content/frequency, translators, role 
models, "look like me", equipment, etc.

llll
llllll

ll
llll l

lllll

l
l lllllll l llll

llll

ll
ll 44

Improve partnerships with schools/CAs 
for (local) delivery

l llll lll llll l l 14

Share contacts across diverse groups; 
identify who to contact for what

lllll ll l l ll ll 13

Sport as part of the new Calgarian 
"welcome package" (part of other 
cultural packages)

lll lll l l lll l 12

Awareness of programs/access that 
already exist; advocates for programs

ll ll ll l ll 9

Too risk management focused, which 
prevents delivery

l lll l 5

Non-Traditional Sport Programming and Delivery

Focus on non-traditional/culturally 
significant sports that resonate; 
including adaptive sport

l ll llllll llll l l 15

Need to focus on non "sporty", less 
competitive participants

ll ll l llll ll ll l l 15
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Appendix B: Stakeholder Summary
Theme:  Improve Inclusion of Diverse Groups

Item
Active 

Aging

Local Sport 

Orgs

(I)

Local Sport

Orgs (II)

CBE/

CSSB

Youth

Social 

Services

Private 

Sector

Affordable

Housing

Facility 

Partners

Welcoming 

Communities
AHS

Recreation/

CNS
LGBTQ

Adaptive 

Sport

Multi-Votes 20 51 130 N/A 98 46 159 N/A 80 94 84 102 83

Quadrant-focused delivery ll l l ll l 7

Support high-performance, non-
traditional sports (eg, field hockey)

l 1

Start separate programming with goal 
to integrate

l 1

Long waitlists for accessible programs; 
not enough accessible programs

l 1

Facility Access

Facility modifications to improve 
utilization from diverse groups; "safe" 
facilities

l ll ll ll l lll ll 13

Improved, equitable facilities across all 
quadrants

l 1

Increase Parks/Facility access and 
opportunities

l 1

Delivery Assistance

Funding support when required; 
influence partners for funding

l l l l l lllll ll ll ll l 17
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Appendix B: Stakeholder Summary
Theme:  Improve Inclusion of Diverse Groups

Item
Active 

Aging

Local Sport 

Orgs

(I)

Local Sport

Orgs (II)

CBE/

CSSB

Youth

Social 

Services

Private 

Sector

Affordable

Housing

Facility 

Partners

Welcoming 

Communities
AHS

Recreation/

CNS
LGBTQ

Adaptive 

Sport

Multi-Votes 20 51 130 N/A 98 46 159 N/A 80 94 84 102 83

Staff training to improve awareness of 
cultural diversity; sensitivity training to 
program delivery personnel (City and 
Local Sport Organizations); zero 
tolerance of abusive language of 
participants directed at diverse groups

l l l
llll

lll
lll 13

Transportation/subsidies for those who 
require it

l l lll ll l l 9

Privacy considerations when asking for 
information

l lll l 5

Access city data on levels of 
participation; where are gaps (demos)

l l l l l 5

Local Sport Organizations awareness of 
fee subsidies from city/NFP

l ll l 4

Local Sport Organizations should reflect 
diversity of community

l l ll 4

Increase overall funding - equip, 
instructors, marketing, etc.

ll ll 4

Challenge private companies to improve 
inclusion

l l 2
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Appendix B: Stakeholder Summary
Theme:  Improve Inclusion of Diverse Groups

Item
Active 

Aging

Local Sport 

Orgs

(I)

Local Sport

Orgs (II)

CBE/

CSSB

Youth

Social 

Services

Private 

Sector

Affordable

Housing

Facility 

Partners

Welcoming 

Communities
AHS

Recreation/

CNS
LGBTQ

Adaptive 

Sport

Multi-Votes 20 51 130 N/A 98 46 159 N/A 80 94 84 102 83

Define Municipal Objectives

Clarity between programs (safe swim) 
and strategies

ll 2

Clarity of roles of Departments 
(Community Services, Planning and 
Development) and BUs (Calgary Rec, 
Calgary Parks)

ll 2

Conduct knowledge transfer to Sport 
delivery partners

l l 2
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Appendix B: Stakeholder Summary
Theme: Program Delivery at the Community Level

Item
Active 

Aging

Local Sport 

Orgs

(I)

Local Sport

Orgs (II)

CBE/

CSSB

Youth

Social 

Services

Private 

Sector

Affordable

Housing

Facility 

Partners

Welcoming 

Communities
AHS

Recreation/

CNS
LGBTQ

Adaptive 

Sport

Multi-Votes 51 161 159 N/A 96 72 162 N/A 61 103 128 52 93

Facility Sharing

Contact/advertise/cross promote with 
schools, other facilities

ll lll ll ll l l ll ll
llll

l
lll l 24

Increased permission to use City 
spaces/facilities

ll ll ll ll lll ll l ll lll 19

Utilize available capacity at schools 
(Calgary Rec has the schools' schedule)

l ll l l lllll ll ll l 15

Create multi-sport facilities; modify 
existing (adult jungle gyms)

ll ll llll l 9

Create facilities with generational/social 
opportunities

l ll 3

Hub and spoke model for facility 
use/utilization

l 1

Facility Booking and Utilization

Improved awareness of facility 
availability/permit use; utilization; permit 
system

llll lll l l ll l 12

Storage of sports equipment in local 
facilities

l l l 3

Set % use of time for facility use for Local 
Sport Organizations

l 1
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Appendix B: Stakeholder Summary
Theme: Program Delivery at the Community Level

Item
Active 

Aging

Local Sport 

Orgs

(I)

Local Sport

Orgs (II)

CBE/

CSSB

Youth

Social 

Services

Private 

Sector

Affordable

Housing

Facility 

Partners

Welcoming 

Communities
AHS

Recreation/

CNS
LGBTQ

Adaptive 

Sport

Multi-Votes 51 161 159 N/A 96 72 162 N/A 61 103 128 52 93

Review high school gym booking 
processes (book schools like public 
facilities)

l 1

Existing facilities do not meet demand; 
too far away

l 1

Accessibility of local facilities, with 
periodic accessibility audits

l 1

Improved Collaboration

Drop-in availability at local organizations l lll l lll lll ll 13

Cost of insurance/risk management vs 
sport focus

l l l llll l 8

Deliver Physical Literacy; long term 
development programs

llll l ll 7

Increase awareness - diverse languages; 
promotion; communication

ll lll ll 7

Local Sport Organizations/Facilities offer 
sport or recreation, not both

lll l l 5

Increased partnership with 
Kidsport/Jumpstart

l l l 3
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Appendix B: Stakeholder Summary
Theme: Program Delivery at the Community Level

Item
Active 

Aging

Local Sport 

Orgs

(I)

Local Sport

Orgs (II)

CBE/

CSSB

Youth

Social 

Services

Private 

Sector

Affordable

Housing

Facility 

Partners

Welcoming 

Communities
AHS

Recreation/

CNS
LGBTQ

Adaptive 

Sport

Multi-Votes 51 161 159 N/A 96 72 162 N/A 61 103 128 52 93

Sublet facilities; easier access to 
community association facilities

ll l 3

Promote, recruit, retain, and 
compensate competent coaches

l 1

Try to improve time challenge for 
volunteers/volunteer boards

l 1

City/Rec Leadership

Improved leadership from City/Calgary 
Recreation - highlight model 
organizations., mentors, leaders; 
support diverse sport providers

ll lll l l l lll ll ll 14

Need to improve transportation to 
facilities/programs, including Handibus

l l ll lll ll l lll 13

Sport program delivery by quadrant l ll l l l 6

Demographic analysis of programs 
(sports/After School)

l ll l l 5

Joint Use Agreement review l l l 3

Knowledge transfer to parents, local 
sport organizations so they can deliver 
effectively

lll 3
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Appendix B: Stakeholder Summary
Theme: Program Delivery at the Community Level

Item
Active 

Aging

Local Sport 

Orgs

(I)

Local Sport

Orgs (II)

CBE/

CSSB

Youth

Social 

Services

Private 

Sector

Affordable

Housing

Facility 

Partners

Welcoming 

Communities
AHS

Recreation/

CNS
LGBTQ

Adaptive 

Sport

Multi-Votes 51 161 159 N/A 96 72 162 N/A 61 103 128 52 93

Utilize Master Agreements vs Individual 
contracts/MOUs

l 1

Create "Community - Recreation -
Alberta Health Services" triad for 
delivery

l 1

Create central repository of adaptive 
info; similar to "JOOAY"

l 1

Programming

Fee/funding support for 
access/membership fees, facility 
booking, equip

ll llll lll ll ll 13

New opportunities for Physical 
Education programs

l 1

Eliminate gender minimums in sport; 
eliminate sex/gender advantage

l 1
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Appendix B: Stakeholder Summary
Theme: Calgary as a Sport City

Item
Active 

Aging

Local Sport 

Orgs

(I)

Local Sport

Orgs (II)

CBE/

CSSB

Youth

Social 

Services

Private 

Sector

Affordable

Housing

Facility 

Partners

Welcoming 

Communities
AHS

Recreation/

CNS
LGBTQ

Adaptive 

Sport

Multi-Votes 10 127 49 N/A 30 38 48 N/A 58 18 63 75 70

Broad Participation and Variety

Opportunities/environments for a 
variety of sports/physical activity

ll llllll llll l ll l l lll llll llll ll lll 33

Value of sport/physical activity is high; 
high quality of life; inclusiveness

l ll lll lll lll ll l lll 18

Active City vs Sport City; pro vs amateur l lll l l l l ll 10

Encourage exposure of amateur sport l lll ll l 7

Better connected pathways - Recreation 
to High Performance

lll 3

"Feel" of the City (vibrancy) l 1

Community "Cups"/competitions l 1

Lessen the culture of fear/decisions 
driven by risk management

l 1

Better management of senior 
attendance at events

l 1
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Appendix B: Stakeholder Summary
Theme: Calgary as a Sport City

Item
Active 

Aging

Local Sport 

Orgs

(I)

Local Sport

Orgs (II)

CBE/

CSSB

Youth

Social 

Services

Private 

Sector

Affordable

Housing

Facility 

Partners

Welcoming 

Communities
AHS

Recreation/

CNS
LGBTQ

Adaptive 

Sport

Multi-Votes 10 127 49 N/A 30 38 48 N/A 58 18 63 75 70

Improved diversity of participation l 1

Sport Focused on High-Performance/Excellence

Host large, international events ll ll l l l l ll l 11

Professional teams; viewed as a 
competitive sport city

l l l l l l l l l 9

Go To place for sport in North America 
(summer and winter)

l l l ll l 6

Improved media exposure/promotion l l l l 4

Quality coaches l l 2

Sufficient Facilities for All Needs

Continuum of facilities - grass roots to 
high performance, with appropriate 
accessibility

l l l lll l l ll 10

World Class facilities l l l l l ll l 8

Affordable facilities ll l ll 5
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Appendix B: Stakeholder Summary
Theme: Calgary as a Sport City

Item
Active 

Aging

Local Sport 

Orgs

(I)

Local Sport

Orgs (II)

CBE/

CSSB

Youth

Social 

Services

Private 

Sector

Affordable

Housing

Facility 

Partners

Welcoming 

Communities
AHS

Recreation/

CNS
LGBTQ

Adaptive 

Sport

Multi-Votes 10 127 49 N/A 30 38 48 N/A 58 18 63 75 70

Accessible Sport Hub - repository for all 
adaptive sport; single point of entry into 
adaptive sport.

lll 3

Ability to access equipment l l 2

Municipal Leadership

Facilitate opportunity/alignment to 
deliver High Performance sport (but not 
directly deliver)

l 1

Create "ecosystem" of delivery partners 
for "sport city"

l 1

Need to clearly define the 
characteristics of "sport city"

l 1

Create operating agreements to 
facilitate delivery of the vision of a 
"sport city"

l 1
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Appendix B:  Stakeholder Summary
6 Supporting Principles
This section of Appendix B shows which specific items identified by the stakeholder groups were used to 

create the supporting principles.  The statements on the left represent the 6 supporting principles, and the 

statements on the right are the highest frequency statements from the summaries shown above.
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Appendix B:  Stakeholder Summary
6 Supporting Principles
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Appendix C:  Stakeholder Presentation

The presentation shown below was provided to the stakeholder group participants at each of the 

facilitated sessions.  It is presented here for reference to show the information provided to the stakeholders 

at the start of each review session.
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“Operationalizing” the Themes
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Questions to Consider:
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Multi-Voting on the Themes
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Voting Process:
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Defining Partner/Sector Roles
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Definition Process:


